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■■Portrait
of Sydney
Gearing,
taken by
J Priestley
& Sons

■■Artist Alan Ward, whose
exhibition Alan Ward:
Photographs from Another
Place is at the Williamson
Gallery, Birkenhead.
Right, Rosebury Avenue,
Marie and Princess

winding unit can still be seen below a and spot as Simeon had sat for a portrait with his dog, Prince.
grate in Princes Dock.
Thanks to Facebook, Alan tracked
There are also photographs of sailing
ships, including the largest one ever to down the couple’s granddaughter,
have been built in Britain – the SS Kob- Susan – and, through her, their daughenhavn, a Danish training ship that dis- ter, Ruth, who is now in her 80s.
Susan and Ruth were able to fill in
appeared without trace on a journey
between Buenos Aires and Adelaide some of the gaps in Alan’s research, as
well as lend him some of the items that
the following year.
The more Alan discovered about were in Sydney’s photographs.
Some of these will be on display in his
Sydney J Gearing and his family, the
more he found himself startled by exhibition at the Williamson, as well as
coincidences that racked up as his Sydney’s photos and Alan’s own photography work, made in response to his
research progressed.
To begin with, there were similarities discoveries.
To create it, he visited places in the
with his own life.
Alan, who lives in Manchester, says: images, including the former location of
“Sydney was born in London and J Priestley & Sons – a portrait studio that
moved to the North West, just as I did. took a picture of the engineer as a boy.
He says: “I’ve gone back to the locaHe had a mother who was a Norfolk
girl, my dad’s a Norfolk boy, and they tions that I’ve identified and made new
photographic works that respond to
grew up not that far from each other.
“Sydney’s sister died quite young, it those locations.”
Despite all the research, there is at
transpires from from cervical cancer. I
lost a younger brother through leukae- least one piece of the puzzle that Alan
is excited about – Simeon’s old wooden
mia.
“So, there were all these coinci- sea chest, locked for years with a missdences and connections that made me ing key.
Alan says: “It’s big with beautiful
realise that there was something about
this collection. I really wanted to rope handles, it’s absolutely exquisite.
understand the locations and the geog- We don’t know if there’s anything in it.
“We might try and get it opened if we
raphy. But it’s not just a physical geography. It’s a kind of a collective cultural can, but it will be in the exhibition. And
it’s going to sit there, kind of tempting
heritage.”
us.”
The coincidences continued: a
■Alan
■
Ward: Photographs from
written speech of Sydney’s that
Another Place is at the WilAlan bought was from an
liamson Art Gallery, BirkeBay seller two miles
enhead, until Febfrom where the enginruary 2, 2020.
eer’s mother had
Alan’s book about
lived in Norfolk.
I never imagined it was
the project will be
The current owner
a five-year project. In
officially launched
of the Gearings’
next month, but
house, in Wallasey,
fact it’s ongoing. It’s
advance
copies are
had a dog called
changing. It may
available at the exhibPrincess.
never end
ition or online, if preAlan
discovered
Alan Ward
ferred, at the reduced
this while photographprice of £20.
ing her in the same pose

■■Old lock gate in
dry dock, taken by
Sydney Gearing
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■■The studio backdrop in Apple Blossom Court Care
Home, where J Priestley’s studio used to be

